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plants and animals. All this involves the preparation by the Ink

national Committee of an authoritative glossary of biological term

and the keeping of a systematic record of new terms. Like ma

other movements toward desired uniformity, its first result will p'

ably be seen in the adoption by individual biologists of a coi M
and systematic plan of terminology. It will not be very troublesome

to unify future action; but the serious conflict will come when

is a demand to make to conform to new rules whatever of anaei

terminology conflictswith them. However, American botanists shouM

encourage this movement in every way, and it would be well to con-

sider the subject at their next general meeting.

CURRENTLITERATURE.

The flora of Minnesota.

Minnesota has provided so liberally for its geological and nat

history survey that the scientific men of other states might well W
envious. The first report 1 of the present state botanist has now W»

distributed and the size of the volume and excellent typography-

well for the wealth of material and opportunity for its cred

presentation. It is surprising how much can be said concern*

comparatively limited flora when one industriously studies

begins to look at it from many points of view. Professor Mac

lias set a very high mark for state catalogues, and one that it is P«*£
not necessary to reach in many cases. The introduction to the W
was previously distributed and noticed in this journal. In a 1

the author agrees to follow the Rochester agreement andindicat
»

changes it would make in the nomenclature of the catalogue,
the

of which was beyond his control at the time of the Rochester **«
Although not in harmony with all the details of that agreeing
author frankly accepts them in the interest of uniformity, and

spirit is universal American systematic botany has been eniam

torn the fetish of names and can begin to study plants. ^the list begins with the lower Metaspermje and ends with U*

P' >ta3. The Polypetate and Apetalae are merged, as theyougb
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tentative as our knowledge of the phytogeny of these groups lies chiefly

in the future, but it is just as well to express the little knowledge we

have. The details of the list are carefully worked out as follows:

name of family, with authors, synonyms and dates: number of genera

and their general distribution; approximate number of species; name
enus. with author, place and date of publication; synonyms and

dates; number and distribution of living species; number of extinct

species it any have been recorded; name of species, with full synon-
ym ites, etc.; North American and local distribution; representa-
tion m Minnesota collections. It will be seen that this gives a very
large amount of information concerning the bibliography and range
of each plant and will be of very great service to botanists. The list

ummarised as follows: families, 106; genera, 407; species and
varieties, n 74 .

In our limited space it will be impossible to fully notice the general
«n on of the metaspermic flora of the Minnesota Valley as con-

wned in the last 200 pages. All the features of the valley which have
do with plant-life are first discussed, and this is followed by a very

consideration of the problems of geographical distribution in
fl-neral and the local forces in particular which have had to do with

- °ngin of the Minnesota flora. Numerous tables of statistics are

k«n,
and a full index closes the volume. Professor MacMillan is to

sub

C
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atulated upon this very full and complete presentation of the

amount *

haS ^ m hand
'

lt must have involved an immense

lalmrl.
careful and confining work, but we are confident that his

i00r nas nat ha *„ :
•

d

not been in vain.

Minor Notices.
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Dr. William Trelease, although fully occupied by theraresol

directorship of the Missouri Botanical Garden, finds time to pubW

periodically, and the periods are getting shorter, pieces of * i*

serve well to continue the reputation that Dr. Englemann brought

Louis. Wehave before us his further studies' upon that fascinaaf

subject, the pollination of Yuccas. Dr. Trelease has had further

f

portunity of studying Yuccas in the field and has addedalargearafl»

of valuable information concerning this interesting group. IM*

Species of Pronuba are now known to act as pollinators, and it is I*

dieted that others will be found. After giving detailed notes of tk

various species, the author gives an interesting discussion as to

probable former range of Yucca and its adaptation to Pronuba pou*

tion. It seems to be fairly well made out that the genus was former?

much wider and more northern range, has been driven southwarc

18 now preserved in favoring localities. It also seems more

probable that ancestral forms had separate spreading stigmatic

which by their union have formed "the peculiar stigmatic c

into which the pollen must be thrust in order to properly de^

tube ind fertilize the ovules." The separation of these sl

^^
lobes has been observed both in Hesperoyucca and the true

It 1 naturally to be supposed that the evolution of Pronuba to* IP

«» hand in hand with the adaptation of the Yuccas to their serncei

pollination.' mevolution which Professor Riley has broadly

»

A very interesting biological fact is, that a variety of \- U
'^V

Xramhiifolia Wood) has as its pollinator a black variety (de;;cn

is new 1 of the Spotted Pronuba which pollinates the species. •

suggestive fad is that Pronuba yuccasella accompanies the true ^
across the continent, and in California pollinates V.baccaW,»n*j

same time is associated with three other forms which are poll*

Pacific types. Twenty-three excellent plates illustrate the W
showing various species of Yucca, and Pronuba with dissect'

Mk. Charles Rokrtson, whose studies on the rel on <

and insects are well known to the readers of the B TANiCAL

ha just distributed the result of his studies among th *
*^jr

The group is one of special interest in this conn< tion, ^ nd

anting details of observations Mr. Robertson discusses t:

to it flower forms, pointing out the least and most spec |a V^
1 their probable origin. The unremitting attention

Robertson has given to this work has brought together a Jj
facts, which will presently represent ill of our entomopn 1 ^.

1 Trelease, Wiluam. —Further studies of Yuccas and the*

Prom 4th annual report of Mo. Bot Garden, pp. 181 --'«• P' 4^^ $
Robertson. Charle —Flowers and Insects— Labiat*.

Acad. Sci. vi. 101-13 1-
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Mk. Hknry Willey has long been identified with the critical study
of North American lichens, and since the death of Professor Tuck-
trman has been our lichenologist of largest experience. He has
mwc i pamphlet, 1 which he says terminates his thirty years' labor on

* Bedford lichens. Of the 369 species enumerated thirty-nine
tw ru-w when first discovered, the present paper containing four not

'Wi defined. The author expresses his regret " that the Ameri-
*n lessors of botany have so generally accepted the 'Schwendener

•Wljr, as it is called, that lichens have no independent existence,*« only of a fungus associated with an alga; and this, too,
ply as a dogma, without having acquainted themselves with the
foments a

8^
inst il b >' the prominent lichenographers of Europe, and

J/'
' iM,r '"'^rman. in this country, and without having made

^•Pccial studies of the plants themselves. These arguments con-™«< a considerable body of literature, of which none of these pro-

|
..

' "•'";' tu kve more than a little if any knowledge." A retort

-. * 0UWbe easy; but Mr. Willey can rest assured that whether^ ___ _ _ —

,.-... 1
'' PW»erve their autonomy or are to be considered as won-

xamplesof symbiosis they will always excite much interest and
"** be ,„ need of critical study.
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expedition to the West Indies* during the winter of 1890-91. It con-

sists of a list of the plants collected, together with a discussion of

Bahama flora, in which it seems evident that it is of southern origin

The few pages of the preface are chiefly devoted to discussing ma:

of nomenclature. In this the author was particularly fortunate in tit

delay of publication so that he is able to present a list which confer*

to the Rochester agreement. Knowing something of the difficulties

of collecting in the West Indies, and of determining the material »W

collected, the writer must congratulate Professor Hitchcock upon tk

length of the list and the very careful way in which it is presents

Every genus and species bears its date, a thing which will presen I)

as necessary as the author.

W. W
January

Club, on akenes and seedlings of Compositse. He has studied van*"

facts of structure and phenomena of germination. Very natur-

this detailed study of structure has shown that some of our gener

zations have been too sweeping. His study of seedlings is comptfj

and clearly put, and is a valuable addition to the mass of similar

being collected.

ad<»

Professor Albert A. Wright, of Oberlin, has issued a

ment to his list of the " Flowering and Fern Plants" of Lorain cc

Ohio, (published in 1889). The list hereafter is - K* rpferred

Laboratory Bulletin no. 1. Over 100 new memb
making the total enumeration of species 931.

The thirty-first " Contribution from the herbarium of C° n

^
College

"

s deals with the genus Polygonum. Mr. Small rec B

seventy-hine American species and gives their range and synor

Two new Mexican species of Persicaria are described andsontf

uscript names and nomina nuda defined. . r
"The opening of the buds of some woody plants" is * he tlt,e ^

cent paper* by Professor Hitchcock. It is a series of notes
^

during the spring of 1892. The field is a new and good one,

Study of twigs or winter-condition of shrubs and trees will p

have a literature of its own.

» Hitchcock, A. S—Plants of the Bahamas, Jamaica and
.
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From 4th Annual Rep. of Mo. Bot. Garden. Issued March 9.

47-i8o, with 4 plates.
\xf**

Small, John K—A preliminary list of American species of

Keprmted from Bull. Torr. Bot. Club xix, 351-370- ^ V*
* Hitchcock, A. S—The opening of the buds of some woody p» a

bt Louis Acad. Sci. vi. 133-141. 4 plates.
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